
What is Enhanced How-to Support?
Vitalyst’s enhanced how-to support gives your employees 24x7 
access to on-demand advisors who help solve problems and not 
just answer questions. Our advisors do so by getting to the root 
of a caller’s problem, identifying unmet needs, and following up 
with additional resources.

With the knowledge and capability to field how-to questions 
on more than 120 applications across numerous devices and 
platforms, as well as in multiple foreign languages, our advisors are 
well-equipped to get your employees back to the task at hand.

Plus, we seamlessly integrate in to your environment as a standard 
offering within your corporate service desk menu of services, 
directly through your existing support access line, or a separate 
toll-free number. 

Enhanced How-to Support
Keep your business users on track and help them leverage the full capabilities  
of technology tools with access to live, how-to experts 24x7

*Source: Bridging the Information Worker Productivity Gap: New Challenges and Opportunities for IT, IDC

Did you know that 1 in 3 workers say they’re not proficient  
with the technology tools they rely on to do their jobs?  
Did you also know that a lag in proficiency 
costs your business nearly $20,000 annually 
per employee in lost productivity? * 

With statistics like these, it’s easy to see  
the immediate need to rectify the situation.  
The solution is quite simple—you need 
enhanced how-to support for your employees.

1/3
workers lack tech  

proficiency

Imagine the possibilities of employees maximizing  
the use of technology tools. Contact us and get your 
employees access to the help they need today.

http://www.vitalyst.com/prospective-clients/
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About Vitalyst
Vitalyst is the global provider of client learning solutions driving digital adoption and proficiency by 
transforming employees’ technology experience. We deliver a unique, employee-centric experience, 
enabling our clients to develop sustainable improvements for continued innovation and growth.

How do I create a folder to organize 
and follow up on my emails?

How do I create a team 
calendar on SharePoint?

On the Folder tab, click on 
the New Folder button.

Click on the Settings gear, add 
an app and select Calendar

WHAT ARE YOU TRYING TO ACCOMPLISH?
  Color code items using Categories 

to visually keep track of tasks
  Create a Search Folder to view items 

no matter which folder they are in
  Create Rules to move the items 

when they arrive

  Use the Follow Up flag to add  
the item to your to-do list

  Setup Conditional Formatting to 
make arriving emails stand out

  Use Quick Steps to automate 
flags, categories and replies

WHAT ARE YOU TRYING TO ACCOMPLISH?
  Create a Team Site for your 

calendar and files
  Use the Share feature to easily 

share your calendar and site
  Connect your team calendar  

with Outlook

  Add alerts so you won’t miss 
additions and changes

  Change the view to suit  
your needs

  Use the document library to 
collaborate easily
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BENEFITS TO EMPLOYEES
•  Respond to emails efficiently
•  Forgo forgetting to file emails 

at a later date
• Access emails quickly
•  Keep organized and complete 

tasks on schedule

BENEFITS TO EMPLOYEES
•  Provide a centralized place  

for collaboration
•  Keep projects on schedule by having 

tasks sync and appear in Outlook
•  Provide easy access to view team 

members’ availability

THE ENHANCED HOW-TO EXPERIENCE
Whether it’s a basic, intermediate or advanced question, Vitalyst shows employees how to 
use different features on a broad range of common and proprietary business applications.


